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Abstract (summary)

expert reactions; Throughout the federal election campaign, The Gazette's communities editor, David Johnston, has been seeking expert commentary

from a panel of four experts affiliated with local universities.

expert reactions; Throughout the federal election campaign, The Gazette's communities editor, David Johnston, has been seeking expert commentary

from a panel of four experts affiliated with local universities. One of those four, historian Eric Bedard of Teluq, the distance-learning divison of the

Universite du Quebec a Montreal, was unable to watch last night's debate because of a prior professional commitment HYPOCRISY FROM HARPER,

DUCEPPE

Aristotle argued that to persuade, one needs to get one's factual claims seen as relevant and true, by showing your audience that you share their

concerns and know how to meet them.

Little can be done about the second task in two hours.

Regarding the first, all the debaters, though disagreeing over means, appeared to share the same ends (Gilles Duceppe excepted, of course). That is

where trustworthiness comes in - and two of them failed on this score because of evident hypocrisy: Duceppe by demanding that Bill 101 apply to

areas of federal jurisdiction while complaining about an interfering Ottawa, and Stephen Harper by claiming that his government has "a strong record

on respecting Parliament" while saying all we have in Parliament is "bickering and mudslinging."

HARPER STOOD OUT

If anyone was waiting for a game changer, none of the opposition leaders provided it. Stephen Harper appeared prime ministerial, spoke clearly

about his government's record, and handled attacks well. The opposition leaders, in contrast, were constantly on attack.

This was particularly true of Michael Ignatieff. Jack Layton started off slowly but came into his own. His remarks about Ignatieff's attendance and

Senate "crooks" were memorable. Typically an over-achiever in debates, Gilles Duceppe was just okay. He was exceptional on the coalition question

though. If Harper stood out, it was partly due to the format. The four-person debates lasted forever, and everyone kept ganging up on Harper. The

one-on-one debates were far more interesting. More questions would have been better for viewers.

IGNATIEFF STOLE THE SHOW

A great debate! Stephen Harper was in reaction mode, under constant fire, as expected, but he stayed the course. Gilles Duceppe spoke about

Quebec. Jack Layton threw some strong lines.

He certainly tried to stand out; but did he succeed?

Michael Ignatieff stole the show. The best I have seen of him since he entered politics. He managed to attack Harper and clearly stand out from

Layton. In the competition for non-Conservative votes, the Liberals might have won out over the NDP. Mission accomplished for Ignatieff. Will it be

enough to win some Conservative votes back, especially in Ontario?

As a university professor, I cannot resist grading the leaders:

Ignatieff: A; Harper: B; Layton: B; Duceppe: B-

Credit: CHARLES BLATTBERG, ALLISON HARELL AND ANTOINE BILODEAU; The Gazette
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